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1) Problem Statement/Research Questions and Background 

In order to have the mobility required to accomplish everyday tasks and arrive places on time, a 

wheelchair user must be able move from one place to another using means of mass 

transportation and personal vehicles. Unfortunately this presents a problem for a large number 

of wheelchair users, as approximately 80% of wheelchair users report that it is difficult to use 

public transportation, and 40% specifically cite wheelchair accessibility barriers (LaPlante, 

2003). This is due in part to the difficulty present in designing an accessibility system that fits all 

wheelchairs due to the widely varying design and sizes adopted by wheelchair manufacturers. 

A wheelchair user may need to ride on public transport for many reasons, for example to get to 

the grocery stores for essential supplies, get to a class lecture or an appointment, visit friends 

or family, or get around a large campus. There are many benefits wheelchair users experience 

when engaging in their desired occupations, such as deeper social connectedness, increased 

relaxation, decreased stress, and pressure relief (Chan & Chan, 2007; Ginis et al., 2003). On the 

other hand, recreational and occupational deprivation in people who use wheelchairs has been 

linked with social isolation and increased prevalence of psychopathologies like major 

depressive disorder (Kalpakjian, Bombardier, Schomer, Brown, & Johnson, 2009; Rudman, 

Hebert, & Reid, 2005; Smith, Sakakibara, & Miller, 2016). 

Currently, a student wheelchair user on campus may need to make a decision between staying 

home at his or her dorm and rejecting social plans or attempting to get to a destination to meet 

friends, or get to an exam on time using public transportation that may not be equipped to 

accommodate for the wheelchair. 



To address this problem, we have created FIU Green Trolley project, a project that combines an 

electrically-powered eco-friendly trolley with an accessibility ramp and wheelchair winching 

system that enables students with wheelchairs to ride the trolley and use it as a viable means of 

transportation around campus and also between different campuses. 

 

2) Methods/Approach/Solutions Considered 

Currently, there are only a few transportation vehicles for students with wheelchairs to move 

between the Engineering Center and Modesto Maidique campus and none to get around the 

Engineering Center. This is where the Green Trolley and accessibility ramp come in, not only 

does it enable wheelchair users to get around but it also does so in an eco-friendly fashion 

using only electric power. 

The Green Trolley was a pre-existing project at FIU but the main author of this article and 

Francesco Cascarano decided it could be improved further by adding a door that opens down as 

a ramp on the back of the trolley and designing a system to safely and efficiently allow a 

student and his wheelchair to board the trolley for transportation. 

 

Figure 1. Rough draft sketch of available space and area, height and length of ramp. 



The first approach we considered when designing a system to safely carry the student and his 

or her wheelchair up the ramp and into the trolley was a rail based cart system that would be 

stowed into the back of the trolley in its retracted position and rolled down the ramp on a track 

and wheel system. The student would then push the wheelchair onto this rolling cart platform 

via a small folding side ramp. The wheelchair would then be secured to the rolling platform 

using a 4-point securing system and an electric winch would pull the platform with the student 

up the ramp via the track system. 

Our second idea came from simplifying the first idea in order to reduce design complexity, 

production time, and material cost. The idea was to use the electrical winch and simply attach 

the cable directly to the wheelchair’s frame to pull the user and wheelchair up the ramp, then 

secure the wheelchair in its final position before closing the ramp. After considering both ideas 

and the time and material required to manufacture each of them as well as the cost, we 

decided that the second idea was the best for our intended purposes. In the following section 

we discuss the details of design as well as manufacturing approach. 

 

3) Description of Final Approach and Design 

The final design we adopted was our second idea, we feel this is the best option in terms of 

production cost and effectiveness of design given our space limitations in the back of the 

trolley. The design consists of a relatively simple system that starts with an anchor to attach the 

winch cable directly to the frame of a wheelchair, it is made up of three aluminum cylinders. 

One central cylinder serves as the main body, this piece has an eyelet bolt on the center to 

provide a point of attachment for the winch cable. The other two larger cylinders slide into the 

main body with a spring inside each end, this ensures that the anchor is attached firmly to the 

frame and that it doesn’t retract during operation. The two sliding cylinders are machined to a 

U-shape that interlocks with the wheelchair pipe frame and the springs mentioned before 

maintain a positive engagement between the anchor and frame. Finally, the winch cable is 

attached to the main body via an eyelet bolt at its geometric center for even load distribution. 



To the main ramp, a smaller folding ramp was extension was added to extend the ramp a 

further 14 inches and lessen the slope that the wheelchair must climb. This lip also serves to 

ease the wheelchair’s wheel in transferring from the ground to the ramp.  

 

 

Figure 2. Final design prototype rendering in SolidWorks. 

 

 

4) Outcome 

After numerous testing trials performed by the team members, we found that the system 

operates as it was designed to do. However, as of now, the Green Trolley is still not in service to 

the public, therefore the tests conducted and feedback acquired are limited to those given by 

the team members and not actual users. Based on the tests ran by the team, we cannot foresee 

any problems with this system, as long as the wheelchair used is of standard dimensions and 

conforms to the guidelines established by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). However, 

we will continue to test and gather data as the Green Trolley is finished as well as once it is 

operational and open to the public. 

 

 

 



5) Cost 

Since this is a very custom wheelchair accessibility solution, one that was manufactured and 

designed specifically with the Green Trolley in mind, it is very hard to find a comparable market 

price, nonetheless below is a breakdown of the materials used to manufacture the Green 

Trolley Wheelchair Access. 

 

Item Cost Total 

Electric winch 1 x 70$ 70$ 

Aluminum - cylinder for body 1 x 15$ 15$ 

Aluminum - side cylinder 2 x 10$ 20$ 

Spring 2 x 3$ 6$ 

Eyelet bolt 1 x 1$ 1$ 

 Total 112$ 

 

The cost per each part includes design and manufacturing costs for the finished part. The cost 

of the ramp is not factored into the calculation because the ramp was a part of the trolley 

preceding this project. 

 

6) Significance   

Having ease of access to all parts of campus allows Students with wheelchair-binding disabilities 

to develop their social skills on campus, explore different areas and buildings, and join clubs 

and associations. Furthermore, it enables students with wheelchairs to do simple tasks like get 

from point A to point B, get to class lectures in an acceptable amount of time, or travel 

between campuses on the free transportation available to all students. More importantly, it 

empowers students with wheelchairs to go to class, learn and be a part of the Florida 

International University community and family all while promoting awareness for our 

environment through the use of an eco-friendly electric-powered trolley. 
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